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Abstract
Support vector machines (SVMs) are a popular classification method due to
their good accuracy and broad usage domains in scientific applications. The
computational complexity is between O(n2) and O(n3) for the number of n training
samples. The scalability for larger data sets is therefore a problem of SVMs. With
the increasing number of large data problems, this disadvantage becomes more
and more significant. In order to overcome these scalability issues, this thesis
designs and implements a parallel and scalable framework that realizes the cascade
SVM approach including specific improvements. A fundamental speed up and
increased scalability is gained by splitting up the data set into several sub sets
that can be worked on in parallel. The framework is designed to run in modern
High Performance Computing (HPC) environments, that provide the necessary
massively parallel resources (e.g. large clusters with good node interconnects) to
solve large data problems. The framework however also works on a simple computer
for smaller problems if needed. To keep the interface usable for non-technical savvy
domain scientists, Python is used.
The standard cascade SVM approach is improved with a standardized file format
and parallel I/O is introduced that both improve the I/O performance, which
besides computing is also often observed to be a bottleneck for large problems. In
order to enable enhanced training speed up as well as a better accuracy further
improvements such as distance filters and cross-feedback options are realized and
evaluated. The resulting improved cascade SVM approach and parallel and scalable
framework design is then evaluated on a real world remote sensing data set and
compared to another parallel implementation called piSVM. The parallelization
strategies of these two implementations are different whereby the cascade SVM is a
data processing approach, piSVM follows primarily an algorithmic-driven approach.
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1 Chapter 1Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Today the amount of data that is gathered and stored every day is much larger
than in the past contributing to the more recent term ‘big data’[34]. More and
more people tweet or post status updates. They own smart phones and fitness
trackers that gather data all day and cameras create images and videos that have
a much higher resolution than in the past. The same is true with scientific devices
ranging from small sensors in the field to large instruments such as those at CERN
[13].
Researchers and companies want to harness this wealth of data and information.
While there are different techniques to learn from data like regression or clustering
techniques, this thesis focuses on data classification techniques using selected
improvements of support vector machines (SVM)[14]. Some popular approaches
for classification of large quantities of data are Mahout [4] for Hadoop [44], MLlib
[22] for Spark [55] or Twister [18] and all of them are based on the map/reduce
paradigm [17]. Unfortunately, the current version (0.9) of Mahout does not support
SVMs and MLlib 1.1 provides only linear SVMs. While these approaches have a
high scalability, they often have limitations in terms of stability, robustness and
usability compared to serial implementations like scikit-learn [35], Weka [27] or R
[38]. These tools are great for building a final model on the complete data, but
preparing the data and evaluating different models is often complex for scientists
and the important model selection process (e.g. cross-validation [23]) is often very
time-consuming.
In this thesis a SVM framework is designed, that parallelizes the training and
predicting of a SVM classifier to improve the performance and lower the time to
solution. Because the implementation is deployed on a cluster system, frameworks
like the message passing interface (MPI) [21] and a portable batch scheduler (PBS)
[28] need to be incorporated. Since the target group for the framework is not
restricted to programmers, the user interface should be kept as simple as possible.
Therefore python was chosen as the primary programming language as it gains
momentum in scientific communities, because of its simple usage.
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1.2 Infrastructure
The Research Centre Jülich investigates key technologies for the 21st century.
Different tools are needed for all kinds of experiments. Because these tools are
often very specialized, the Research Centre often develops them itself. Apart from
the experiment related software, there are many computational simulation and
data problems that have to be solved.
The Jülich Super Computing Centre (JSC) provides the resources for these com-
putations such as the supercomputing capacity and capability needed for a fast
calculation. The JSC has several high performance clusters that can be used for
compute- and/or data-intensive problems [1]. Besides hardware the institute inves-
tigates, explores, and develops different software solutions for parallel computing
and therefore offers a comprehensive and powerful infrastructure for the research
questions of this thesis.
The division ‘Federated Systems and Data’ (FSD) of the Jülich Super Computing
Centre provides access to parallel and distributed systems that consist on a wide
variety of different resources (e.g. HPC systems, parallel file system environments,
high throughput computing resources, or clouds). This is done by implementing
open standards and simplifying usage and administration of these services. Fur-
thermore the division provides in particular, middle ware services, simple upload /
download services, replication services, or data management know-how in general.
The research group on High Productivity Data Processing works on solutions to
overcome problems and challenges of applications that specifically require so-called
big data analytics solutions. This can be split into three categories, where parts of
the thesis contributions fall into.
1. Investigate Generic Data Methods: How to overcome limitations of
processing and analyzing large amounts of data ( e.g. in-memory databases,
data privacy methods and query processing) in order to be re-used in different
scientific and engineering domains.
2. Scalable Machine Learning Techniques: Explore, develop and tune
serial or parallel machine learning techniques, like classification and clustering,
in order to enable solutions that work with large quantities of scientific data
or high dimensional datasets.
3. Smart Data Analytics Applications: Find and develop solutions that
are specifically applicable in real-world applications for general data analysis
including statistical data analysis and feature selection and extraction methods
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(e.g. for dimensionality reduction, sampling), data organization, e.g. data
access - smart parallel I/O.
1.3 Objectives
In this thesis one support vector machine approach, a widely used and popular
classification technique, is parallelized using a known approach. The intention is to
develop a framework that is open and freely available. As the framework needs
to be operated by domain-specific scientists that are not always technical-savvy,
it is also important to have a good and user friendly interface. The framework is
designed in such a way that it can therefore be easily used by domain scientists.
In addition improvements such as taking advantage of parallelization techniques
are made to accomplish a better performance. The training time is decreased in
comparison to a normal, typically referred to as serial SVM and the predicting
is parallelized as well. This includes approaches where possible bottlenecks are
investigated. For large data sets the I/O could be one of these bottlenecks, because
it takes a long time and memory to read in the whole set. To sum up, the objective
of the thesis is to design and implement a SVM-based framework that is able to
overcome data analysis limitations when dealing with large data sets in scientific
environments. This can be summarized into the following points:
• Introducing a standardized data format
• Enabling parallel I/O
• Improvements concerning the load imbalance problem
• Improvements of the feedback method
1.4 Structure
The thesis is structured as follows:
The first chapter gives an introduction to the field of data mining as well as a
motivation. It also gives a short description of the infrastructure at the JSC
and outlines thesis objectives. Chapter 2 explains the different techniques and
frameworks that were used for this thesis and introduces our problem statement.
The third chapter describes the related work regarding different techniques, tools
as well as work performed in the domain-specific application domain. In chapter 4
the parallelization approach used in this thesis is explained. Chapter 5 reports a
number of distinct improvements that were applied to the original approach. In
the last chapter the frameworks performance is evaluated on a real world data set.
3
4
2 Chapter 2Background
This chapter introduces some techniques and frameworks that are used in this
thesis. At the end the problem statement for this thesis is given.
2.1 Cluster System
The framework is targeted to run on a cluster system [6], which is a collection of
computes that are connected in some way, so that a distributed computation is
possible. One of the systems deployed by the JSC is called Judge1 and can be seen
in Figure 2.1. It provides 206 compute nodes with a total of 2472 cores and 96gb
memory per node.
Figure 2.1: Judge cluster system of the JSC
The job scheduling is done with a portable batch scheduler (PBS) [28]. The
available parallelization frameworks are MPI [21] and openMP [15]. Map/Reduce
frameworks like Hadoop [44] are not supported, because those frameworks do not
take advantage of the extremely fast and powerful network interconnect of JUDGE
in particular and cluster systems in general. At the same time these interconnects
are the most costly parts of High Performance Computing (HPC) machines and as
map-reduce frameworks do not need them those frameworks are to be deployed on
High Throughput Computing (HTC) resources with a normal interconnect. Hence,
1www.fz-juelich.de/ias/jsc/EN/Expertise/Supercomputers/JUDGE/JUDGE_node.html
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the difference of HPC systems to HTC systems is typically that the interconnect
between CPUs/cores is specifically designed for messages (e.g. infiniband [43]).
2.2 Message Passing Interface
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [21] is a well known standard, that describes
the message passing for parallel computations on distributed systems. It provides
a programming interface, containing several operations and their semantic.
A MPI application consists of multiple processes that are started in parallel at
the beginning. All of them together work on a problem and pass data by sending
messages from one process to another one. An advantage of this approach is that
the processes can be started on different computers and the application is not
limited to a single machine ,e.g. SPMD (Single Program Multiple Data) [6].
The communication can be differentiated into two types, the first one being point-
to-point communication. A process sends a message to a specific destination by
calling the send function and the process that gets the message calls the recv (=
receive) function. This can be done either with blocking or non blocking calls. A
blocking receive call waits until the message has completely arrived. A non blocking
receive returns a request object that can be explicitly checked if the message has
been received or not.
The second type is collective communication representing one of the most powerful
approaches in MPI. All processes can be part of the application, but the number of
processes can be specifically defined by using an MPI communicator that may be
tuned to the communication structure of the application (e.g. cartesian communi-
cator [48]). Because some patterns are often needed for parallel computation, MPI
provides some predefined collective functions. As mentioned above all processes of
the communicator are involved and there is one process that is initiating the call
named as root.
Figure 2.2: MPI Broadcast with four processes
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A simple collective function is the broadcast, which can be seen in Figure 2.2. It
sends the data from the root process to all other processes and saves it in the same
variable. Like all other MPI functions broadcast expects that the memory for the
data is already allocated.
Figure 2.3: MPI Scatter with four processes
Figure 2.3 shows another collective function called scatter. While this function
sends data to all processes of the communicator like a broadcast, the data is not
the same for all processes. Instead the data of the root process is chunked into n (
= number of processes) equally sized parts and distributed to the processes. The
scatterv function is a variant of scatter that can send chunks of variable sizes.
Figure 2.4: MPI Gather with four processes
The complement to scatter is the gather function shown in figure 2.4. All processes
send their data to the root process which saves the data in an array. The gatherv
function is again a variant that can send different sized chunks.
2.3 Python
The programming language Python [41], which is primarily used in this thesis, is
increasingly used in scientific environments.
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Python is a high-level, general-purpose language that emphasizes code readability
and a clean and easy syntax. The most used implementation CPython2 is interpreted
at run time. Other implementations like PyPy [40] use a just-in-time compiler to
improve the performance. It also features a large number of available modules,
some of them being highlighted in the next part, because they are relevant in this
thesis.
Although Python is a slow language (e.g. compared to the traditional C language
[30]) it is very popular among scientists, because of its nice syntax. To enable
Python for larger computations the performance had to be improved. The numpy
[49] module focuses on array computation. It provides classes and functions to
handle arrays in a fast way. Next to simple functions like the ‘plus’ or ‘minus’
operator numpy also contains more sophisticated ones like ‘exp’ or ‘sin’ that work
on one or multi-dimensional arrays. The code is not written in Python but in C
and only wrapped by Python. Most scientific modules are based on numpy to
perform array calculations.
Another module is scikit-learn [35]. The module provides machine learning algo-
rithms. It provides several data mining and analysis tools that are easy to use.
The module is very popular because many basic machine learning tasks can be
purely solved with it. This can be done because scikit-learn provides functions for
the complete workflow of a machine learning task. Figure 2.5 shows the different
steps that are needed during a machine learning problem and are provided by
the scikit-learn module. It starts with simple data management by supporting
popular file formats and sampling of data. In the preprocessing step normalization,
like scaling of features, feature extraction and dimensionality reduction techniques
are available. The module can handle classification tasks as well as clustering
and regression. For the model selection popular methods like grid search and
cross validation are provided. Because scikit-learn is compatible with the popular
plotting library matplotlib [29] the results can even be visualized.
The main part of scikit-learn does not feature parallelism. This is done to be as
independent and easy to use as possible. Only some parts like grid search can be
used in parallel on a shared memory system. The performance of the different
models may vary depending on the implementation.
For this thesis the SVM classifier is needed, which is implemented in the SVC class.
It is not written in Python, but wraps the libSVM [11] library, which is designed in
C++, and thus provides a good performance. It is thus the de-facto standard and
wrapped by most SVM libraries. The SVC class can handle numpy arrays as well
2https://github.com/python/cpython
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Figure 2.5: Machine Learning workflow supported by scikit-learn.
as sparse matrices which can be saved in the libSVM format as shown in listing 2.1.
1 <class_label > <feature_id >: value ... <feature_id >: value
2 <class_label > <feature_id >: value ... <feature_id >: value ...
Listing 2.1: libsvm format
Serial executions of Python and scikit-learn limits the available memory to one
serial system and thus the amount of data that can be handled in an application is
limited. While Python has many advantages, it does not have a good support for
parallel execution from the start. This problem can be solved by using modules
like mpi4py or IPython.
Mpi4py [16] is a module that wraps MPI, so that it can be used within Python. It
provides all functions of MPI. To accomplish the performance of a normal MPI
implementation numpy arrays have to be used, because they are based on C like
arrays. If other objects than numpy arrays are used, the data is transferred by
using pickle3.
3https://docs.python.org/2/library/pickle.html
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1 from mpi4py import MPI
2 comm = MPI.COMM_WORLD rank = comm.Get_rank ()
3
4 # using python objects (pickle)
5 if rank == 0:
6 data = {"a": 1, "b": 2.5}
7 comm.send(data , dest=1, tag =1)
8 elif rank == 1:
9 data = comm.recv(source=0, tag =1)
10
11 # using numpy faster , pass explicit MPI datatypes
12 if rank == 0:
13 data = numpy.array ([1 ,2.5], dtype=float)
14 comm.Send([data , MPI.DOUBLE], dest=1, tag =42)
15 elif rank == 1:
16 data = numpy.empty(2, dtype=float)
17 comm.Recv([data , MPI.DOUBLE], source=0, tag =42)
Listing 2.2: mpi4py send and receive
Listing 2.2 shows two small examples for a simple send call. Process 0 sends data
to process 1, which saves it by calling the recv function. The first one uses Python
objects and has a cleaner syntax as the data type can be omitted and no memory
has to be allocated by the receiving process. Like mentioned above this includes
a performance loss because Pythons pickle is used. The second part uses numpy
arrays. The syntax is not as clean, because memory has to be allocated and the
data is saved in an output parameter, but the performance is better. While the
second example includes the data types as parameters, they are not necessary in
this simple case. The data parameters are either just the variable, which is send
or received, or a list with additional information. If a list is used, the list’s order
equals that of the standard MPI interface. More information on mpi4py can be
found at the homepage4.
Another often used framework is IPython [36]. It provides an architecture for
interactive computing. This includes an interactive shell and a browser based
notebook, that can handle code, text , graphics and mathematical expressions. The
most important feature is that IPython supports a powerful architecture for parallel
computing, which can also handle MPI. Unlike MPI which is in general used from
the command shell, IPython’s parallelism can be used from it’s interactive shell.
Figure 2.6 shows an overview of the IPython architecture. The engine is a Python
instance, that gets commands as well as Python objects over a network connection.
While executing commands it is blocked. The hub is a process that keeps track of
4http://mpi4py.scipy.org/
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Figure 2.6: IPython parallel architecture. Source: http://ipython.org/ipython-
doc/stable/parallel/parallel_intro.html
all engines, schedulers and clients. It also tracks the tasks and their results. Every
command for an engines passes through a scheduler. The scheduler hides the fact
that an engine block while performing a task and provides a asynchronous interface.
The client is the primary object to connect to a cluster and execute tasks.
2.4 Support Vector Machines
Support vector machines (SVMs)[14] are one of the preferred classification methods,
because tools are stable and widely available and it is one of the best out-of-the-box
methods scientists can use that are not particularly trained in machine learning
algorithms. They have a high accuracy, but their training time is quite long
especially as the time is related to the number n of samples used in the given
problem. A model can easily be described by the found support vectors. Figure 2.7
shows a binary classification problem. It can be seen that many different decision
boundaries exist, that separate both classes. The gray band of each boundary is
the distance to the closest data point. The larger the distance is the better the
decision boundary. The gray band is referred to as the margin and the basic idea
of SVMs. They are therefore known as maximum margin classifiers.
An SVM calculates the decision boundary with the maximum distance to the next
data point for both classes. Figure 2.8 shows the decision boundary found by an
SVM for the previous example.
11
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Figure 2.7: Different possible decision boundaries.
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Figure 2.8: Maximum margin decision boundary. The circle around data points
indicated found support vectors.
The decision boundary is a hyperplane and can be written as:
~w · ~x−~b = 0 (2.1)
~w is the normal vector to the hyperplane and ~b||~w|| is the distance between the origin
and the hyperplane. For linear separable training data the two hyperplanes
~w · ~x−~b = 1 (2.2)
and
~w · ~x− b = −1 (2.3)
separate the data and have not points between them. The region between these hy-
perplanes is the margin and the data samples that are on one of the hyperplanes are
called support vectors. The distance between both hyperplanes is 2~||w|| . Maximizing
the margin is therefore the same as minimizing ||~w|| under the assumption that no
point lies between the hyperplanes. Using some mathematical transformations and
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lagrangian multipliers this yields the following function.
L = 12 · ||~w||
2 −∑αi(yi(~w · ~xi +~b)− 1) (2.4)
After some more transformations the dual problem can be achieved.
LD =
∑
αi − 12
∑
i
∑
j
αiαjyiyj ~xi ~xj (2.5)
By solving this problem a decision boundary like shown in figure 2.8 can be
computed. The implementation used in this thesis solves the problem with the
sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [37], which has a complexity
between O(n2) and O(n3) for n samples.
1.5 1.0 0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
1.5
1.0
0.5
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1.5
Figure 2.9: Nonlinear classification problem.
If the data is not linear separable as it is shown in Figure 2.9, the classes can not
be separated by a linear decision boundary. The problem can be transformed to a
problem which is linear separable by increasing the number of dimensions. Figure
2.10 shows the same classification problem with an additional third dimension. By
introducing a third variable ‘r’ next to ‘x’ and ‘y’, the problem becomes linear
separable. Transforming nonlinear problems into higher dimensions by hand is very
expensive and SVMs were not popular because of that for quite a time.
This changed after the kernel trick was introduced. By using the kernel trick the
problem does not need to be transformed into a higher dimension anymore. This
is possible because only the product of two data points is needed, which can be
seen in equation 2.5. Instead of projecting the data into a higher dimension and
performing manually non-linear transformations of the data, so that it is linear
separable, the dot product is replaced by a non linear kernel method that can be
computed.
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Figure 2.10: Nonlinear problem transformed into the third dimension.
The kernel trick is done by transforming equation 2.5 and using the kernel function
K(x, y):
LD =
∑
αi − 12
∑
i
∑
j
αiαjyiyjK(~xi, ~xj) (2.6)
The most popular kernels are the following:
• linear:
K(x, y) =
n∑
i=0
xi · yi (2.7)
• polynomial:
K(x, y) = (c+
n∑
i=0
xi · yi)d (2.8)
• radial basis function:
K(x, y) = exp(−||x− y||
2
2σ2 ) (2.9)
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Figure 2.11: Nonlinear classification problem using a rbf kernel.
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Using the rbf kernel on the previous nonlinear example, makes it possible to
calculate a decision boundary like it is seen in Figure 2.11. After the kernel trick
was discovered SVMs gained a huge boost in popularity.
2.5 Problem Statement
Many problems in science can be tackled with data mining and data analysis.
While there are many tools for a serial analysis, there is a lack of parallel tools
for an increasing number of available larger data sets. A parallel classification
algorithm is needed that can handle those data sets. SVMs are one of the best out
of the box methods. There are many different fields in science that need to solve a
classification task. For example remote sensing in earth science or different task
in neuro science or plant science. As a consequence, the framework needs to be
generic and reusable. That means it is not optimized for only one task but need to
perform well on many varying ones. It should support well known data formats for
input and output and not a proprietary one. If a format is not supported there
should be a functionality to convert it to a supported type. The framework in this
thesis can freely be configured by the user because it is written in Python and all
class attributes can be accessed. Most of the times this is not needed because a
standard behavior can be used via the Python shell or from the system shell.
When the amount of data increases, training a SVM has a complexity of O(n2)
for n training instances and the training of a SVM becomes very expensive. By
parallelizing a SVM the training time can be decreased and larger data sets can be
tackled with them, since there is more aggregated memory available on parallel
machines than memory on a single system.
To maintain usability by non-technical savvy users the parallelization techniques
are hidden from the user. The user does not need to know the technical details of a
parallel environment. This includes the low level language C, the batch scheduler of
the cluster system, MPI and other cluster tools. Because the amount of data keeps
increasing, the implementation needs to scale with big data sets. This includes
features like parallel I/O. This leads to the first two research questions.
RQ1: This thesis studies a MPI based Cascade SVM because it is
researched if this approach is scalable for larger data sets in order to
enable SVMs for big data problems.
RQ2: This thesis studies the I/O performance in big data problems to
find out how it influences the scalability and how it can be improved.
While the normal cascade SVM approach promises a speedup, a loss in accuracy is
to be expected. It therefore needs to be properly investigated if the performance
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regarding the training time as well as the accuracy can be improved in some way.
This resolves in the second research question.
RQ3: This thesis studies the cascade SVM approach in order to avoid
the load balancing problem, so that the framework becomes faster.
RQ4: This thesis studies the feedback of the cascade SVM approach
and researches possible enhancements to increase the speedup and
accuracy.
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3 Chapter 3Related Work
3.1 Support Vector Machine Speedup Techniques
SVMs are popular because they often achieve a high accuracy. While implementa-
tions of a linear SVM scale for larger data sets, this is not the case for non linear
SVMs. However, most of the real world problems are not linear separable and a
non linear SVM has to be used to gain a high accuracy.
There are some approaches to enable non linear SVMs for larger classification
problems. One of them is to use a linear SVM on transformed data. Instead of
using a non linear kernel like rbf, the data is transformed into a higher dimension
by adding additional features. Adding features manually is not feasible. This
approach is called kernel approximation. Generated features are added to the data
set, so that a linear SVM can be used, which scales better for large data sets.
In some cases the use of dimensionality reduction techniques is a sound method,
like applying principle component analysis (PCA) [24] with a subsequent cut of
not useful dimensions.
The rbf kernel can be approximated using the Monte Carlo approximation of its
fourier transformation. More information on random fourier features and random
binning features can be found at [39].
Another approach, that can approximate any kernel is the Nyström method [51].
It uses a subsample of the data set to approximate a kernel. It is shown in that
Nyström [53] can achieve a better generalization in some cases.
Because SVMs scale mostly with the number of samples, the performance can also
be improved by so called chunking introduced by Vapnik [50]. It reduces the size of
the kernel matrix from n2 (n being the number of training samples) to approximately
m2 (m being the number of training samples with a non-zero lagrange multiplier).
The quadratic programming problem is split into smaller problems, that have the
goal to identify the non-zero lagrange multipliers and discard the zero ones. While
a better algorithm for solving the quadratic programming problem is introduced in
[37], the chunking approach may be better suited for parallelization. The approach
used for parallelization is similar to chunking.
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3.2 Support Vector Machine Tools
This section introduces some popular libraries that implement a SVM. While there
are some parallel implementations, most of them are serial. Table 3.1 shows an
overview of a wide selection of different libraries and their analyzed properties. The
mentioned libraries are open and freely available (commercial libraries and tools
have been therefore kept out).
Technology Platform Approach Multiclass Supported Ker-
nels
Parallelization Stable
libSVM C/C++, Java yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid
no yes
Weka Java yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid
no yes
R (kernlab) R yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid,
custom
yes yes
Matlab Matlab yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid,
custom
no yes
Octave, only libSVM Octave yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid
no yes
Apache Mahout Java, Hadoop - - - -
MLlib/Apache Spark Java, Spark no linear yes yes
scikit-learn Python yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid,
custom
no yes
Twister/ParallelSVM Java, Twister, Hadoop no linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid
yes no
piSVM C, MPI yes linear, rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid
yes yes
GPU LibSVM CUDA yes linear,rbf, poly-
nomial, sigmoid
yes (rbf) yes
pSVM C, MPI no linear, rbf, poly-
nomial
yes no
Table 3.1: Overview of open and freely available parallel SVM tools and their
analysis.
The libSVM [11] library is available in C++ and Java. It is very popular and
offers bindings for other languages like Matlab/Octave or Python. Apart from that
it is wrapped by many other libraries like Weka or scikit-learn. While libSVM
is stable and provides all common kernels, it is not parallelized and not suitable
for large data sets. It nevertheless represents a stable SVM de-facto standard
implementation used in some parallel implementations as well.
A parallel SVM is implemented for Apache Spark [55] in MLlib. Map/reduce
[17] frameworks are popular for data intensive applications. However, most of
them are not suited for iterative methods, which includes many machine learning
algorithms. Apache Spark focuses on this problem while retaining the scalability
and fault tolerance of map/reduce. For this a new abstraction is added. Resilient
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distributed datasets (RDDs). It can be used with Scala, Java or Python. The
SVM implementation of MLlib uses a distributed stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
to solve the problem. A drawback of the library is that only linear SVMs are
supported by the current version.
Another map/reduce framework that supports iterative algorithms is Twister [18].
There is also a parallel SVM implementation [46] based on the Twister framework
and the libSVM Java library. Like the implementation in this thesis it uses a
cascade SVM approach which is further explained in chapter 4. Unlike Spark it
also provides non linear SVMs, but Twister is not as stable as Spark. It is currently
released in version 0.9 and not further developed.
pSVM [12] is a parallel SVM implementation in C and parallelized using MPI. It is
based on a parallel incomplete cholesky factorization, that factorizes a matrix A
into a smaller matrix H, so that A ≈ H ×H ′. By this the memory usage can be
reduced. Furthermore it speeds up the computation with a parallel interior point
method. pSVM provides support for non linear SVMs, but the current version is
unstable and the development seems to have stopped.
piSVM [3] is also implemented in C and uses MPI. It modified libSVM and uses a
distributed SMO algorithm [8] to solve the quadratic programming problem. The
library can handle non linear SVMs as well as multiclass problems. Stability as
well as performance improvements were made in a bachelor thesis to accomplish a
better usability.
3.3 Remote Sensing Applications
Remote sensing [31] is a important source of information for monitoring man-made
and natural land covers. The informations are measured analyzed and interpreted
to gain new knowledge. Because of the development of sensor resolutions the
amount of hyperspectral and high resolution data has increased. An example for
a classification task is to classify the land cover types using this data in order to
understand the impact of natural disasters or the development of cities.
Remote sensors measure the electromagnetic radiation energy, that is reflected or
emitted by earth, at different wavelengths [19]. They are influenced by different
sources, e.g. surface material, and are characteristic for the different objects.
The increase in data volume, velocity and variety result in larger data. To enable
scaling of established algorithms like Support Vector Machines, a parallelization is
needed. Another approach is to reduce the data with different methods (e.g. PCA
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[24]) to so called smart data. In [10] a remote sensing data set is analyzed and
available methods are evaluated.
Most of the domain scientists are used to frameworks like Matlab or R. Parallel
frameworks, however, are often different and hard in usage. A parallel framework
with an easy to use interface is needed.
3.4 Summary
This chapter gives an overview over related work in the technical field and the scien-
tific domain. Table 3.1 gives an overview over popular serial SVM implementations
and parallel frameworks. The de-facto standard for serial SVMs is libSVM [11]. It
is popular because it is stable and provides all common kernels. The performance
is good because it is implemented in C++. There is also a Java variant and many
bindings for other languages available.
Parallel frameworks based on map/reduce are Apache Spark and Twister. While
the Spark [55] framework and MLlib [22] seem promising, only linear SVMs are
currently supported. Twister [18] is not further developed and quite unstable.
Apart from that there are also frameworks based on MPI. One of them is pSVM
[12], which is based on a parallel interior point method to solve the problem. As
for Twister the development is not continued and there are some stability issues.
The second approach is piSVM [3] and is based on a parallel sequential minimal
optimization algorithm. The implementation has been optimized and can handle
non linear as well as multiclass problems.
In addition to an overview of the technical related work a short introduction to the
domain specific problem of remote sensing [31] is given. Land covers are measured
using remote sensors and different types of land cover have to be classified.
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4 Chapter 4Cascade SVM
This chapter introduces the approach used for parallelization in this thesis. It
describes the conceptual design of the cascade SVM , like it was proposed in [26].
After that the basic design for the implementation used in this thesis is proposed.
Decisions regarding the design of the framework are discussed and the convergence
condition is explained.
4.1 Conceptual Cascade Design
The idea of a cascade SVM is to filter non support vectors as early as possible.
The algorithms that solve the quadratic programming problem of a SVM have
a worst case complexity between O(n2) and O(n3) for n training samples. By
decreasing the number of training samples the training time gets shorter. Different
filter techniques like clustering or SVMs were evaluated and SVM filters seem to be
the best choice, because other approaches may optimize criteria that are not useful
for the global optimum [26]. The filtering can be done in parallel to accomplish
further speed up.
Figure 4.1 shows a binary cascade SVM. The training data is split up into several
subsets. Each of the eight SVMs of the first layer is then trained on one of these
subsets in parallel. After the SVMs are finished only support vectors are passed
on to the next layer. The results of two models are combined and used as the
training set for the SVM of the next layer. This is repeated until only one SVM
model remains. The consequences are a lower accuracy since not all data is used
by an SVM. To accomplish a better accuracy another iteration can be initiated.
Therefore the result of the last SVM is broadcasted to all SVMs of the first layer.
The original input data is merged with the incoming results and a new iteration
can be started. This way all SVMs of this iteration take the support vectors of
the last iteration into consideration. The approach thus suggests that no SVM is
trained on the whole data set but only on parts of it.
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Figure 4.1: Binary CascadeSVM
4.2 Analysis of Scalable and Parallel Approaches
Existing implementations of a cascade SVM like Twister [46] are based on Map/Re-
duce and Hadoop [44]. As it can be seen in Figure 4.1 the data has to be split and
distributed on the different machines. Therefore a data distribution file has to be
created. All this has to be done, before a cascade SVM can be trained. During the
map job of the Twister implementation a layer of SVMs is trained. The reduce job
combines two sets of support vectors into one input set. These sets are used as
training data for the map job of the next iteration. The Cascade is finished when
there is only one SVM left. Because of this there is no feedback and only one full
cascade iteration (deviation from the basic conceptual design seen above).
In this thesis MPI is used instead of Map/Reduce after evaluating Twister with
several data sets. This has several advantages. There is no need for any manual
preprocessing of the input files by users, since all processes have access to the
file, which is located on the network storage. Figure 4.2 shows how the data is
distributed in the MPI version that represents an often used standard in message
passing within parallel computing. The data is read by the root process and a
subset for every process is created. The subsets are distributed among the other
processes. This is done automatically and thus hidden from the user. While the
message passing itself appears to be more complicated, an iterative cascade SVM
can be easily implemented. MPI is also better established in parallel and distributed
computing domains in general and better suited for the available clusters at the
JSC in particular.
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Figure 4.2: MPI based cascade SVM with idle CPUs (gray)
The design partly also shows the disadvantages of a MPI based approach. The
data input may be slow for large data sets, because the root process reads in the
whole set. This may also lead to memory errors, if there is not enough memory
available. The additional message passing needed to send the subsets to the other
processes also takes some time. Hence, the following problem can be stated:
Problem 1. The limitation , that the root process is loading all the data, has a
bad impact on the scalability for large data sets.
Another disadvantage, which can be seen in Figure 4.2 is the load imbalance. In the
first layer all processes are busy calculating a SVM model. Because the results of
two SVMs are combined, only one half of the processes are still used in the second
layer. The idle processes are colored gray. In the last layer all but the root process
are idle and wait for the one computing process. This is problematic because
all processes are reserved until the whole MPI application is finished. A Hadoop
version does not have this problem because the computing nodes are only reserved
while they are calculating (i.e. independent map or reduce tasks). Therefore the
second limitation is as follows:
Problem 2. The load imbalance in the later layers causes a loss of computation
resources, because reserved processors are idle.
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4.3 Convergence Condition
One iteration of a cascade SVM does not always accomplish the same accuracy as a
single serial SVM trained on the same data set. In [26] it is proofed that a cascade
SVM converges if the support vectors of the last trained SVM are merged with the
different input set of the first layer and a new iteration is started. The condition
for a convergence check is only vaguely introduced and not described in detail.
The first condition tested in this thesis is based on the comparison of the support
vectors. For iteration n the support vectors of the first layer are compared to the
support vector of the last layer of iteration n− 1. An interesting property is that
if the two sets of support vectors are equal, the models are the same too and the
cascade SVM can finish. While this is working for simple classification tasks, this
is not guaranteed for more complicated ones. The problem is that an equivalent
decision boundary may be defined by more than one set of different support vectors.
Therefore a new convergence condition is introduced. Instead of comparing the
support vectors the objective function of the SVMs is calculated.
LD =
∑
αi − 12
∑
i
∑
j
αiαjyiyjK(~xi ~xj) (4.1)
This condition solves the problem of multiple sets of support vectors that define
the same decision function. Figure 4.3 shows a program flow that illustrates how
the convergence check is done. The first layer of SVMs is trained on their input
sets. If it is the first iteration, the other layers are trained as well. The SVM of
the last layer computes the objective function 4.1 and broadcasts the value to all
processes of the first layer in the first iteration. If it is not the first iteration, the
cascade does not immediately continue after the first layer. Instead each process of
the first layer computes the objective function 4.1 for its trained SVM. These are
compared to the value they got from the last layer in the previous iteration. If the
values are close enough (i.e. below a certain threshold) , the algorithm terminates
with the model of the previous iteration.
4.4 Summary
In this thesis a basic design approach is used to parallelize the popular SVM
classification method. This is based on dividing the original data set into sub sets
which can be processed on distributed machines. The results of each model are
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Figure 4.3: Visualization of the convergence check with the program flow of the
convergence check. ‘L’ and ‘L_last’ are the results of computing the
objective functions 4.1 of the SVMs.
then used as an input set for the next iteration of training an SVM. With this no
SVM is trained on the complete data set.
The basic approach of a cascade SVM is the same for MPI based implementations
as well as the ones based on Hadoop. However, the different parallelization
frameworks and their unique properties result in varying designs with different
identified challenges. While the MPI version provides an easier preprocessing step
and is more flexible than Hadoop versions (e.g. multiple cascade iterations) , the
higher levels of a Cascade have a load imbalance problem. This means that many
processes, that are allocated, are not actually used and thus idle. An approach is
required that lowers the idle time while not loosing sight of the efficient training of
the cascade SVM.
Because a cascade SVM is not directly trained on the whole data set, the global
optimum may not be reached after one iteration. In contrast to other analyzed
implementations the implementation of this thesis enables multiple iterations and
the support vectors of the last SVM are used as feedback for the first level of the
new iteration. It is proofed in [26] that it converges after some iterations. The
number of iterations is designed as a parameter or a convergence check can be
configured, that compares the values of the objective functions.
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5 Chapter 5Improving Cascade SVM
This chapter discusses details of the architectural design and implementation and
improvements of the basic cascade SVM approach introduced in Chapter 4. This
includes low level optimizations concerning the I/O bottleneck as well as direct
improvements of the algorithm implementation itself.
5.1 Architectural Design and Basic Implementation
llibSVM scikit-learn
MPI mpi4py
mpi_cascadeSVM IPythonwraps
wraps
Interactive 
usageStatic usage
C/C++ Python
Network Storage
I/O Infiniband
Figure 5.1: Framework architectural design
Figure 5.1 shows the design of the framework in more detail, the cascade SVM
(see fig. 4.2) is implemented in ‘mpi_cascadeSVM’ and uses the ‘SVC’ class of
scikit-learn [35] for the single core (i.e. serial) SVM models. The ‘SVC’ class itself
wraps libSVM, which is implemented in C. This way a clean Python interface can
be used while maintaining C-like performance.
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1 def _scatter_labels(y, comm=world_comm , root =0):
2 if comm.rank == root:
3 slices = _calc_slices(y, comm=comm)
4 else:
5 slices = np.zeros(comm.size , dtype=np.int64)
6 # Broadcast information for scatterv
7 comm.Bcast(slices , root=root)
8 # pos for labels
9 pos = np.array([sum(slices [:i]) for i in range(comm.←↩
↪→size)], dtype=int)
10 # number of rows for each process
11 row_cnt = slices[comm.rank]
12 # allocate memory for split samples and scatter it
13 split_y = np.zeros(row_cnt , dtype=np.int64)
14 comm.Scatterv ([y, tuple(slices), tuple(pos), MPI.←↩
↪→INT64_T], split_y , root=root)
15 return split_y
Listing 5.1: Scattering labels to all processes
The message passing is handled with the mpi4py module [16], which provides
Python bindings to C MPI implementations. Most of the communication is done
with the powerful collective operations (e.g. Broadcast, Scatter, etc.) .
It is out of scope to provide the full listings of the code, but as an example listing
5.1 shows the function that distributes the class labels to all processes. The
communicator and root process are parameters, so that the function can be used
more flexible and not only with the world communicator. The world communicator
is the default one and contains all processes that are started by MPI. The root
process calculates the number of labels (slices) for each process and broadcasts
the information to all processes. These are needed to create a fitting numpy array
(split_y) on all processes and calculate the starting index (pos) for each process.
The labels are then scattered. The difference between scatter and scatterv [33] is
that varying number of items can be send with the latter. The first parameter
of scatterv is the send buffer as a list with additional information. The second
parameter is the receive buffer and the third is an integer declaring the root process.
The data points are distributed in a similar way. The size of the subsets is equivalent
to the ones of the labels with the exception that the data points are vectors and not
single values. The array containing the data points is treated as a one dimensional
array for the message passing and the subsets are reshaped after they are received.
Therefore the number of features nf has to be known at every process. Instead of
sending a two dimensional array with m data points, a one dimensional array with
m · nf elements is sent.
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This explains how the processes are initialized with training data, but this is not all
the communication which is needed. After the SVMs of the first layer are trained
the support vectors are sent to the next layer as it can be seen in Figure 4.1. This is
done using gatherv [33], which is the counterpart to scatterv. Figure 4.2 shows that
two processes take part at the communication. For every group a communicator is
created and gatherv is used.
The alternative to collective communications on different communicators is to
perform point to point communication on the world communicator. The support
vectors are manually send to the process that calculates the next SVM. For a binary
cascade SVM one send/receive operation is used. For different formed Cascades
this is however not the case. A loop would be needed to send the results of the
first layer to the next one. This would result in more error prone code because the
communication is done manually and more complex. Furthermore the collective
communications of MPI are optimized on performance and therefore used in this
framework.
To enable multiple iterations of a cascade SVM the results of the last layer have to
be sent to the first layer. Hence, once the iteration is finished in the last layer the
broadcast function [33] is used with a communicator that contains all processes of
the whole Cascade.
An additional step that requires communication is the convergence check described
in section 4.3. The first implementation was based on the support vectors and
the second one is based on the objective function. The advantage of this is that
only one scalar has to be communicated instead of a matrix. The downside is that
the computation of the objective functions as mentioned in 4.1 is quite expensive,
because two loops over all SVs are needed to calculate the double sum.
LD =
∑
αi − 12
∑
i
∑
j
αiαjyiyjK(~xi, ~xj) (5.1)
Listing 5.2 describes how the lagrangian shown in equation 5.1 is computed. For
a linear SVM K(~xi, ~xj) is equal to the dot product, but for more elaborate cases
a different kernel is used. The first three parameters are the support vectors (x),
their labels (y) and their coefficients (α). The last parameter is the kernel function,
which has only the support vectors as a parameter. The function can currently
only handle a binary problem and expects the labels to be either 0 and 1 or −1
and 1. Numpy is used to handle all the values. This provides good performance, if
numpy functions are used to operate on the data. The disadvantage is that looping
over numpy arrays is very inefficient. Equation 5.1 shows that a for loop (i.e. the
sum of the coefficients) and a nested for loop (sums from i and j) is needed to
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1 def lagrangian_fast(X, y, coef , kernel):
2 set_y = set(y)
3 assert len(set_y) == 2, "Only␣binary␣problem␣can␣be␣←↩
↪→handled"
4 new_y = y.copy()
5 new_y[y == 0] = -1
6 C1 , C2 = np.meshgrid(coef , coef)
7 Y1 , Y2 = np.meshgrid(new_y , new_y)
8 double_sum = C1 * C2 * L1 * L2 * kernel(X)
9 double_sum = double_sum.sum()
10 W = -0.5 * double_sum + coef.sum()
11 return W
Listing 5.2: Computation of the objective function. X: Support Vectors, y: class
labels, coef: coefficients, kernel: kernel function
calculate the objective function. By replacing these loops with matrix operations
a huge speedup can be achieved, because numpy is based on C and Fortran code.
Accessing each element in a for loop costs much more than these matrix operations.
The sum of the coefficients can easily be computed with a numpy function. To
compute the nested loop meshgrids of the labels and coefficients are created to
compute yiyj and αiαj . For a given list of labels a = [1, 2, 3] the meshgrid function
returns two matrices A1 and A2.
A1 =

1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3
, A2 =

1 1 1
2 2 2
3 3 3

Multiplying A1 and A2 element wise results in a matrix containing all pairwise
products.
To compute K(~xi ~xj) the kernel matrix for the given support vectors has to be
computed. For a linear kernel the dot function of numpy can be used. Aside from
the linear kernel, the rbf kernel as defined in equation 2.9 is implemented because
it is one of the most used kernels. Available Python libraries like numpy and
scikit-learn don’t provide an implementation. Like above also matrix operations
are used.
Equation 2.9 includes the term ||x− y||2 that is not suited for matrix operations.
The pairwise differences have to be calculated for every vector pair yielding another
vector as a result. In order to store values according to this structure, a three
dimensional matrix had to be used. Therefore it is transformed and scalar products
are calculated instead of vectors.
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||x− y||2 =
√
(x− y) · (x− y)2 (5.2)
= (x− y) · (x− y) (5.3)
= x2− 2xy + y2 (5.4)
Based on Equation 5.4 and using Equation 5.5, the rbf kernel function can be
further transformed.
γ = − 12σ2 (5.5)
K(x, y) = exp(−x
2 − 2xy + y2
2σ2 ) (5.6)
= exp(2xy − x
2 − y2
2σ2 ) (5.7)
= exp(xy
σ2 −
x2
2σ2 −
y2
2σ2 ) (5.8)
The function in listing 5.3 uses equation 5.8 to compute the rbf kernel. It has two
input parameters. The first one is a list of vectors. The second one is γ, which is a
parameter of the rbf kernel. The three fractions seen in equation 5.8 are calculated.
The first fraction xy is the dot product between every support vector and results
in a matrix K. The matrix is divided by σ2. Kij is equal to the dot product of
the support vectors xi · xj . Therefore the diagonal elements of K are exactly equal
to x2 and y2 of equation 5.8. This is taken as the input for numpy’s exponential
function in the last step and the kernel matrix is returned.
1 def rbf_kernel(x, gamma):
2 sigmaq = -1 / (2 * gamma)
3 n = x.shape [0]
4 K = np.dot(x, x.T) / sigmaq
5 d = np.diag(K).reshape ((n, 1))
6 K = K - np.ones((n, 1)) * d.T / 2
7 K = K - d * np.ones((1, n)) / 2
8 K = np.exp(K)
9 return K
Listing 5.3: Implemented RBF kernel using matrix operations
The steps above enable the convergence check that can be used for linear kernels
but more notably for rbf kernels without losing too much performance.
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5.2 Parallel I/O
Reading the data is currently done serial. This means that the root process reads
all samples, although it only needs a part of them in order to compute a fraction
of the input data. For small data sets this is not a problem, but for larger ones the
following issues occur. The loading time as well as the time needed to distribute
the subsets to their belonging processes increases with an increasing input set.
If the input set is too large, it may even cause a memory error. Thus the I/O
becomes a bottle neck for large data sets and thus we work on improvements of the
basic cascade model putting the focus also on parallel I/O besides solely parallel
computing.
In order to avoid these problems an alternative format is introduced. The libSVM
format stores the data points in text form. While this enables the user to read the
data file, it is slower than a binary format when it is read by a program.
One binary file format is HDF5 [47], that is also a broadly used standard format
for science and engineering. It is popular in science, because it enables storing
multidimensional tables or arrays in an efficient way. Next to the data meta data
can be stored in the same file. The hierarchical structure of a HDF5 file, shown
in Figure 5.2, can be basically compared to a file system. It consists of data sets
containing the ‘actual data’ but also ‘groups’, which are container structures and
can hold groups or data sets. Meta data is stored as user defined attributes of data
sets or groups.
The format is used by many scientific simulations (e.g. [45]) to store data. One
machine learning algorithm using HDF5 is HPDBSCAN [25], which is a parallel
implementation of the clustering algorithm DBSCAN [20]. A list with users of
HDF5 can be found at their website[2].
The design in the thesis takes advantage of HDF5 as follows. Improved data files
in this framework consist of a ‘Data’ data set and a ‘Label’ data set.
In addition HDF5 also support parallel I/O, which is often used on clusters and
increases the I/O performance as shown in [54]. If it is compiled against the correct
MPI driver, a HDF5 file can be read by multiple processes. Each process calculates
the starting position and size of its data set according to its rank. Each MPI
process is identified by its rank, which is an integer between zero and the number of
processes minus one. Instead of one process reading all data and scattering it, each
process only reads the sub set it needs. Because of this less MPI communication
is needed and less memory is used while the data can be read in parallel from
different processors.
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Figure 5.2: Basic HDF5 Structure
The framework is designed in such a way, that the I/O is hidden from the user. This
means, that parallel I/O is automatically used if it is available. This improvement
enables the framework to handle larger data sets than with a serial I/O design.
5.3 Cross Feedback
The design of the cascade SVM based on MPI as seen in Figure 4.2 has the problem
of load imbalance. This means that only a few processors are working at the later
layers and the rest of them is idle that we already identified as a limit in chapter 4.
One improvement in the design is thus to reduce the time spent at the later layers
and decrease the total idle time of all processes. One possible improved training
algorithm is proposed in [56] and [52]. Instead of using the result of the last SVM
as feedback for all SVMs of the first layer, the feedback is done at an earlier stage.
Figure 5.3 visualizes the cross feedback at the second layer. The support vectors of
‘SVM5’ merged with the input sets of ‘SVM3’ and ‘SVM4’. There is no need to
merge them with the ones of ‘SVM1’ and ‘SVM2’ because ‘SVM5’ is trained on
their results. Likewise the support vectors of ‘SVM6’ are merged with the input
sets of ‘SVM1’ and ‘SVM2’.
Taking advantage of cross feedback in order to improve the parallel framework
design yields two advantages. The first one is, that presumably less time is used to
train a Cascade, if cross feedback is used instead of the initially proposed last layer
feedback. This is due to the fact that less layers have to be trained. The second
advantage is, that the load imbalance is reduced because more time is spent at the
early layers and less processes are idle.
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Figure 5.3: Early cross feedback in a binary cascade SVM
The framework is generally designed in such a way, that cross feedback can be done
at any layer and thus can be configured as applications require it. The number of
cross feedbacks that is done is not limited to one but can also be set by the user to
an arbitrary number. Therefore the framework enables the user to optimize the
configuration of the cascade SVM for a given data application.
5.4 Distance Filter
The feedback and cross feedback are methods used to improve the accuracy of
a cascade SVM without loosing too much speedup. Another further interesting
enhancement to feedback is a so-called filter function. This function takes the
support vectors as an input and computes a score for everyone of them. Instead of
using all support vectors only a sub set of them is used. The sub set is determined
by the filter function. The function itself is not fixed, except that it returns a
sub set of the support vectors. This approach is easier to understand when one
considers the basic cascade SVM approach, that over the different layers is also
filtering non SVs out of all data sets. Using a specific filter criteria early in the
process speeds up this process.
One approach is to use spatial information of the vectors. A cluster of support
vectors has presumably redundant information, because many vectors are close
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together and there is a high potential that only one will remain in order to support
the final decision boundary. In contrast a vector that has a higher distance to
others, may hold more important information in order to contribute to the decision
boundary of the classifier. A distance filter, that calculates the mean distance
for every support vector to the support vectors of the same class, can be used.
After that the vectors are ordered with an decreasing mean distance and the first k
vectors are returned and used for feedback. In this case the euclidean distance is
used. Parameter k also depends on the application and is thus configurable.
Figure 5.4 shows how the filter can be used before the actual cross feedback is
done. A large number of SVs goes into the filter and a smaller number k is used
as feedback. This is visualized by the thick and thin lines connecting to the filter.
What kind of filter is used and on which layer can be decided by the user.
SVM4SVM3SVM2SVM1
Data
SVM5 SVM6
SVM7
filter k SVs
Figure 5.4: Filter used before Cross Feedback.
A more sophisticated method would be to cluster the support vectors using a
clustering algorithm, e.g. kmeans [5]. However, more complex approaches also take
more time and reduce the speedup. In this thesis a simple distance filter is used to
keep a good speedup while the framework can be easily extended with other filters
depending on application needs.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter the design of the framework is described. The communication is
mainly done with the collective functions of MPI. Therefore multiple communicators
have to be created for the different communication groups. Because of the arbitrary
number of data points the vector versions of scatter and gather are used.
The convergence check is done by comparing the objective functions of the different
SVMs. To calculate the functions in reasonable time, matrix operations are used.
Matrix operation replace ‘for loops’ and provide a speedup if numpy arrays are used
because they are based on compiled C and Fortran code. However, the algorithms
have to be transformed to be able to use matrix operations. This is done for the
rbf kernel 2.9 and the objective function 5.1, so that the convergence check can be
done for binary classification problems.
Apart from these design decisions, specific improvements to the original cascade
SVM algorithm are designed and implemented. One of them is the improvement
of the I/O. Problem 1 states, that the I/O becomes a bottleneck for large data
sets. This is solved by using the standard HDF5 file format. It is a binary format,
that supports a file system like structure. In addition it features parallel I/O on
cluster systems, which can be used to improve the I/O performance and decrease
the memory usage.
Another problem of the basic cascade SVM is the load imbalance at later layers
as stated in problem 2. A solution to this problem is cross feedback. Instead of
performing the feedback at the last layer, it is done at an earlier point in time, so
that the total time the idle processes is less. It also decreases the training time in
comparison to the initial feedback approach.
The distance filter can be used to filter the support vectors before feedback is done.
This reduces the training time because less data points are used, while a increase
in accuracy is still likely.
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6 Chapter 6Evaluation & Use Case
In this chapter the framework is tested and evaluated on a remote sensing data
set ( cf. Section 3.3). The speedup and accuracy are measured and compared to a
serial SVM. In order to ensure a proper evaluation, a specific experimental setup is
used with the different enhancements of the implemented framework design. In
addition it is compared to piSVM that enables a comparison with another parallel
approach in a similar execution environment.
For the evaluation many runs had to be performed on the cluster. Therefore the
tool Jube2 [32] was used. A benchmark run can be defined using the markup
language XML [7]. One benchmark can contain many single runs of the program
with different parameters. The results can be parsed using regular expressions,
which can also be defined in the XML file, and the output is saved in form of CSV
[42] files. This enables that runs and parsing their output can be automated. The
evaluation is done on the cluster system introduced in Section 2.1.
6.1 Remote Sensing Data for Evaluations
The data set used for evaluation is the Rome data set, which is available at
B2SHARE1. Images of Rome were taken by a satellite and 16 different types of
land cover (e.g. building, road, tram) are labeled. The problem is reduced to a
binary classification task by only using the two classes, that have the most samples.
The first type is the ‘building’ class and the second one is the ‘road’ class. There
are three versions of the data set with different features. The raw data ( set A)
has five features. The two additional sets take the neighboring pixels into account
and have 15 ( set B) and 55 ( set C) features. After reducing the data set to a
binary problem the training set is about 34.000 pixels large and the test set about
340.000. Each pixel is equivalent to one sample and the task is to classify a pixel as
belonging to a building or to a road. In addition to the three data sets A, B and
C slightly differing sets (A∗, B∗and C∗) are created by switching the training and
test sets in order to enable a relative straightforward understanding of different
1b2share.eudat.eu/record/111
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workloads (i.e. small and big) without having the problem of explaining and using
many different data sets from different domains. This is done because the original
training set is small and a larger training set is needed to more properly measure
the speedup.
6.2 Speedup by Improvements using Parallel I/O
Figure 6.1 shows the time needed to read dense and sparse input data for a set
with 1.000.000 samples. The data is created artificially in order to show significant
speed up and design towards big data. While the serial input of the libSVM file
needs 29.811s, the HDF5 version of the same data set is read in a fraction with
0.347s for the dense set. The effect of parallel I/O also is visible when evaluating
the sparse set whereby libSVM needs 4.563s and HDF5 0.308s.
Figure 6.1: Input time for 1.000.000 samples with serial libSVM and parallel I/O
using HDF5.
This shows that the I/O bottleneck problem can be solved by introducing the
HDF5 standard as an input format, because each process needs less memory and
the I/O can be done in parallel, so that it takes less time. For dense data HDF5 as
used in this framework is much faster than libSVM, which is optimized for sparse
data. This is done by storing the features with their ‘id’ and only those features
that are non zero. While libSVM is faster for the sparse set than for the dense
set, it is still slower than HDF5. Therefore it can be concluded that HDF5 is a
better alternative if the file itself does not need to be human readable. While today
many may inspect libSVM file format data manually, this is probably not possible
anymore once big data sets are used for which this improvement is important.
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6.3 Accuracy & Speedup
6.3.1 Benchmark on Data Set A
A first benchmark was performed on data set A. A standard binary cascade SVM
is used. The data is saved in the libsvm format and no cross feedback or filtering
was performed yet and thus it represents an evaluation of the basic cascade SVM
framework implementation. The speedup is measured in regard to the number of
processes used. If Tp is the time needed for training with p processes, the speedup
Sp is calculated as follows:
Sp =
T1
Tp
(6.1)
Figure 6.2 shows the speedup with the number of processes ranging from one to 32
performed on JUDGE (See 2.1). The blue line represents a linear speedup. That
means Sp = p. It is shown because a linear speedup is often the ideal case. The
red line is the speedup of a cascade SVM with one iteration. For two to eight
processes the speedup is above linear speedup. This can be explained by the fact
that SVMs have a complexity of O(n2) for n samples. By splitting the samples
into multiple subsets a super linear speedup can be achieved. If the number of
processes is further increased the speedup falls below a linear speedup. The reason
for this is that the size of the training set stays the same, while the number of
processes is increased. At some point the communication between the processes
and the additional layers take more time than is saved by spitting the data set. For
a larger training set more processes could be efficiently used. For small data sets
the cascade SVM should only be used on a small number of processes. In general
the bigger the data set, the more benefits the parallelization effect in using the
cascade SVM approach.
If multiple iterations over the cascade SVM are performed, the speedup drops
even more, but is often required in order to increase the overall accuracy. For
two iterations a marginal speedup is reached with four and eight processes. The
other runs are even slower than the serial SVM. This is due to the small number of
samples of set A. After the first iteration the support vectors of the last SVM are
merged with the subsets. The subsets grow larger, because an additional cascade
run is needed. For a small data set this costs more time than training a single
SVM on the original set, thus demonstrating again that the parallel design implies
that it makes only sense to use for bigger workloads.
For three iterations this gets even worse and the speedup is lowest of all three runs.
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Figure 6.2: Training speedup and accuracy on data set A (small workload)
The right side of Figure 6.2 shows the accuracy on the test set of data set A. With
one iteration the accuracy drops with an increasing number of processes. This
is due to the fact that the different SVMs are trained on subsets and therefore
the optimal decision function can not be found in one run (e.g. data points that
contribute to the optimal decision boundary might be in the other disjunct subset).
The accuracy can be improved by using multiple iterations. For two as well as
three iterations the accuracy is more stable with an increasing number of processes.
Only with 32 processes a larger drop can be observed, again due to the extremely
small data in the subsets in this particular evaluation run.
To conclude, the evaluations on data set A underline the fact that the cascade SVM
is no tool for smaller data sets. While a speedup can be achieved, the accuracy
also drops. A compromise can be made by only using a small number of processes
to accomplish a speedup while maintaining a reasonable accuracy. In production
runs however, there is the expectation that the cascade SVM will be rather used
for big data sets and just for the purpose on proper evaluation we here have shown
details on a small data set for the sake of completeness.
6.3.2 Benchmark on Data Set B∗
While a benchmark was made on the original set B as seen in tables A.3 and A.4 in
the appendix, this section focuses on B∗ to investigate bigger workloads as before,
which uses the larger test set as a training set and thus adds more insights for the
evaluation of the thesis contributions. The results of this benchmark can be found
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in table A.5. Because the training time has increased to approximately six hours
for a serial SVM, each run was only performed one time.
In Figure 6.3 the speedup and the accuracy for set B∗ are shown for one iteration.
Like in the previous figure the blue line is the linear speedup and the red one
is the training speedup. The benchmark on this larger training set shows that
a large speedup can be achieved by using the cascade SVM framework design
implementation on big data sets. The training time drops significantly from
21257.6 seconds for a serial SVM to 90.4 seconds for a cascade SVM with 32
processes.
Figure 6.3: Training speedup and accuracy (table A.5) on data set B∗
Figure 6.3 also shows the accuracy in regard to the number of processes. With an
increasing number of processes the accuracy drops. Like in the previous benchmark
a trade off can be made between the speedup and the accuracy, that should be
reached.
# Cascade Iterations # processes training time [s] test time [s] accuracy
2 16 2047.51 1.10 0.946
2 32 1925.95 0.57 0.925
3 32 5422.09 0.65 0.953
Table 6.1: Training Time and Accuracy with multiple iterations on set B∗.
Table 6.1 is a small part of the table A.5 and shows runs with multiple iterations.
The missing runs needed more than 12 hours and were terminated as they thus not
provide very much valuable insight here. With two iterations the runs with 16 and
32 processes finished. While the training time is higher than with one iteration, the
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accuracy is closer to the one of a serial SVM. The run with 16 processes and two
iterations ranges between the runs with two and four processes and one iteration.
This goes for the accuracy as well as for the training time.
6.4 Cross Feedback Evaluation
The cross feedback (cf. Section 5.3) is evaluated on data set B∗(larger data set) ,
so that it can be compared to the single iteration and multiple iteration runs on
B∗. As shown above, as it does not make much sense to evaluate on small data
sets, the evaluations are performed on the larger data set as the small data set
does not add to insight. The goal of cross feedback is to achieve a better speedup
than a whole additional iteration would and still increase the accuracy. The cross
feedback also addresses the load imbalance problem.
Figure 6.4: Cross feedback on layer 0
Figure 6.4 shows the results of the normal run on B∗ and the runs using cross
feedback at layer 0, which is the first layer. The speedup is between the linear
speedup and the speedup of a plain cascade SVM. Interestingly, the accuracy is
only slightly above the one of the plain cascade SVM. This shows that a better
accuracy can be achieved with the same amount of processes while loosing some of
the performance.
Figure 6.5 shows the speedup and accuracy for cross feedback at different layers.
It shows that the speedup gets worse if the cross feedback is done at a later layer
that can be expected because of the additional overhead in distributing messages
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for implementing cross feedback. On the other side there is a tendency for a higher
accuracy. But even if the cross feedback is done at the fourth layer the speedup is
still super linear. This shows that the cross feedback method also scales for bigger
cascade SVMs and a feedback at high numbered layers.
Figure 6.5: Cross feedback design implementation evaluated on different layers.
6.5 Distance Filter
For the evaluation of the distance filter improvements the larger data set B∗was
used. Figure 6.6 shows the training speedup and the accuracy of a cascade SVM,
that uses cross feedback and an additional distance filter (cf. Section 5.4). The
distance filter is used to filter each set of SVs and uses the top K SVs as feedback.
The feedback is done after the first layer for this benchmark.
The left image shows that the speedup decreases if K is increased. On the right
it can be seen that the accuracy increases if K is increased. This method yields
another approach to regulate the trade off between speedup and accuracy. Hence,
it is adding another parameter option K to the parameter set of the SVM that can
be configured depending on data set and intended application goal.
Also other filters can be easily integrated into the framework, e.g. such as using
those SV with a large α, while smaller values are neglected according to some
configurable threshold. Note that all α computed need to be above zero to represent
a SV, but those points of them considered most important are the SVs with the
highest values of α, since they exert the highest forces on the decision boundary [9].
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Figure 6.6: Training Speedup and Accuracy (zoomed in) with Distance Filter. The
top K = [10, 100, 1000] SVs are used for feedback.
6.6 Comparison with piSVM
Unlike cascade SVM, which is a data-processing approach for parallelizing SVMs,
piSVM is a algorithmic approach. While the cascade SVM distributes the data to
multiple processes to parallelize the training, piSVM parallelizes the solving of the
quadratic problem itself. Because of this the accuracy of piSVM does not drop with
an increasing number of processes, but the parallelization is much more complex
and it does not scale as well as the cascade SVM. Like the previous benchmark
this one was made on data set B∗.
Figure 6.7: piSVM speedup with an increasing number of processes.
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Figure 6.7 shows the speedup of the piSVM with up to 32 processes. The speedup
is lower than the one of the cascade SVM. This can be clearly seen at the right
image of the Figure. One reason is that while the cascade SVM can easily filter
out non-SV quickly. It this also decreases the handling of them in further layers,
however this has a side effect, that a high number of cores are effected by load
imbalance while the piSVM has a rather constant load balancing scheme. In return
the accuracy achieved by the cascade SVM drops if more processes are used, while
the accuracy of piSVM stays the same.
6.7 Summary
In this chapter the cascade SVM framework of this thesis is evaluated. At first the
I/O speed is measured when the libSVM format and the HDF5 format are used.
The benchmark shows that HDF5 is faster for dense as well as sparse data sets. If
the data does not have to be human readable, HDF5 is the preferred format, thus
indirectly taking advantage of parallel I/O.
The benchmark on data set A (small) shows that a single iteration of the cascade
SVM has a speedup, which is super linear for a few number of processes and drops
if more processes are used. If two or three iterations over the cascade are used the
speedup drops even more, so that it is not reasonable to use multiple iteration at
all for small data sets. For a larger problem like B∗ the benchmark shows that the
cascade SVM scales to a higher number of processes and also for more iterations.
The cascade SVM has a good performance for larger data sets, that proves our
expectations that the cascade SVM framework is well designed for upcoming big
data sets (e.g. in neuro sciences with higher number of pixels).
The benchmark on cross feedback shows that it can be used to enable a better
accuracy while having a better training time than a whole additional iteration
would need. An additional method to decrease the training time is the distance
filter, which can be used to regulate the number of SVs that are used as feedback.
An evaluation with a simple distance filter shows that the accuracy increases if
more SVs are used while the speedup decreases.
At the end the cascade SVM is compared to another parallel approach piSVM,
which is also currently developed at the JSC. The benchmark shows that the
cascade SVM framework has a much better speedup on data set B∗. In return the
accuracy achieved by the cascade SVM drops if more processes are used, while the
accuracy of piSVM stays the same.
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7 Chapter 7Conclusion
More and more large data problems arise in the different scientific and non scientific
fields (e.g. neuro sciences with high number of pixels for high resolution post-
mortem brain scans) . SVMs are a popular tool to solve classification tasks. In this
thesis a framework is proposed that implements the cascade SVM parallelization
approach for HPC clusters and simple computers. The parallel communication is
based on MPI and the main programming language used is Python. This way the
framework is usable for non-technical savvy users.
One domain that generates large data problems is the remote sensing field. Images
taken by satellites are to be classified according to the different land cover types and
future data sets from satellites expect to have much better resolutions and a higher
number of bands going from multi-spectral to hyper-spectral bands. A real world
problem from this domain was used to evaluate the proposed research questions
regarding the performance and accuracy of a cascade SVM. The evaluation shows
that a cascade SVM provides a speedup for smaller as well as larger data sets.
While the cascade SVM does not scale for many processes on the smaller data set,
tests on the larger set show that the cascade SVM in general does scale for large
data sets. However, the huge speedup comes with a loss in accuracy. The first
research question 1 (cf. Section 2.5) was about the scalability of an MPI based
cascade SVM. The evaluation has shown that the framework designed in this thesis
is scalable for larger data sets and multiple processes.
Different improvements were made and evaluated to increase the accuracy and
speedup. At first a standardized and parallel I/O was introduced to accomplish a
better performance on cluster systems and thereby answering research question
2. Apart from that cross feedback is used to improve the accuracy without losing
as much performance as a normal reiteration causes. The evaluation showed that
the accuracy is between a single cascade run and a cascade with multiple runs.
Furthermore it partly addresses the load imbalance problem stated in research
question 3. The same goes for the speedup. The speedup can be further improved
by using an additional filter function for the cross feedback which is related to
research question 4. The framework is flexible and can easily integrate other filter
options.
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In general it can be seen, that a speedup in training time is achieved, but a trade off
between training time and accuracy has to be made. Future research can be made,
so that the drop in accuracy is not as large as currently. Comparing the cascade
SVM to other parallel approaches like piSVM shows that cascade SVM outperforms
piSVM in terms of training speed but with the expense of loosing accuracy.
7.1 Future Work
There are some possible features that can be implemented and investigated in the
future. At the moment cascade SVM only partially supports multiclass problems.
While a cascade iteration is possible, the convergence check is limited to a binary
problem. Aside from that the multiclass strategy (e.g. One vs One) can be
parallelized to achieve a better performance.
While the cascade SVM per cascade itself is currently based on a serial SVM, this
may be changed. Instead of using a serial SVM on every node, a parallel SVM
like piSVM can be used to accomplish another parallelization layer and a better
speedup or by using shared memory approaches within the node. Due to the time
limitations this was no option for this thesis. Another speedup possibility is to
create a hybrid code leveraging the power of openMP and shared memory together
with the already achieved MPI parallelization.
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A Appendix AEvaluation Tables
A.1 Tables for Data Set A
# Cascade Iterations # processes mean training time [s] max training time [s] min training time [s]
1 1 321.97 329.87 318.39
1 2 86.53 108.87 77.81
1 4 51.71 67.16 47.65
1 8 34.18 45.17 29.94
1 16 28.68 33.41 26.12
1 32 19.98 20.09 19.78
2 1 668.27 670.14 666.15
2 2 382.27 407.41 286.64
2 4 256.56 300.84 245.26
2 8 254.69 299.03 243.51
2 16 375.09 394.99 365.87
2 32 329.75 333.14 328.58
3 1 987.47 993.38 983.25
3 2 558.11 663.78 454.94
3 4 427.11 457.97 419.28
3 8 439.03 469.81 431.17
3 16 545.19 629.65 467.69
3 32 300.69 315.64 296.76
Table A.1: Training Time on data set A
A.2 Tables For Data Set B
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# Cascade Iterations # processes test time [s] accuracy
1 1 83.76 0.925
1 2 31.45 0.869
1 4 15.14 0.884
1 8 6.79 0.853
1 16 5.06 0.764
1 32 1.82 0.707
2 1 96.26 0.915
2 2 32.67 0.913
2 4 16.23 0.912
2 8 8.03 0.906
2 16 5.87 0.910
2 32 2.91 0.859
3 1 95.71 0.915
3 2 32.93 0.914
3 4 17.31 0.915
3 8 8.22 0.913
3 16 4.18 0.913
3 32 3.64 0.859
Table A.2: Accuracy on data set A
# Cascade Iterations # processes mean training time [s] max training time [s] min training time [s]
1 1 179.10 201.07 161.80
1 2 72.49 74.64 71.61
1 4 61.58 61.80 61.38
1 8 19.33 19.46 19.28
1 16 11.29 11.48 11.21
1 32 5.91 6.17 5.78
2 1 372.06 397.15 294.72
2 2 265.93 267.37 265.05
2 4 153.15 153.40 153.05
2 8 124.81 132.80 119.93
2 16 132.47 134.65 131.81
2 32 16.78 16.97 16.55
3 1 493.82 600.04 390.62
3 2 476.28 477.82 475.03
3 4 344.48 373.51 308.06
3 8 256.24 271.74 252.16
3 16 320.49 360.75 294.85
3 32 27.61 28.50 26.26
Table A.3: Training Time on Set B
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# Cascade Iterations # processes test_time accuracy
1 1 35.68 0.973
1 2 20.30 0.953
1 4 8.23 0.931
1 8 2.34 0.892
1 16 3.68 0.850
1 32 0.73 0.770
2 1 28.90 0.973
2 2 19.76 0.971
2 4 7.12 0.955
2 8 2.84 0.936
2 16 1.78 0.935
2 32 2.77 0.770
3 1 29.15 0.973
3 2 21.25 0.973
3 4 7.05 0.971
3 8 3.25 0.965
3 16 4.49 0.959
3 32 2.53 0.770
Table A.4: Accuracy on Set B
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# Cascade Iterations # processes training time [s] test time [s] accuracy
1 1 21257.62 19.67 0.985
1 2 2816.49 8.25 0.967
1 4 967.18 3.65 0.930
1 8 352.64 2.18 0.888
1 16 133.64 0.71 0.834
1 32 90.39 0.24 0.814
2 2 - - -
2 4 - - -
2 8 - - -
2 16 2047.51 1.10 0.946
2 32 1925.96 0.57 0.925
3 2 - - -
3 4 - - -
3 8 - - -
3 16 - - -
3 32 5422.09 0.65 0.953
Table A.5: Training and Testing Time on Set B∗. Missing entries terminated after
12 hours.
tasks training time test_time accuracy
4 2043.62 3.64 0.935
8 699.21 1.47 0.903
16 426.96 0.82 0.863
32 136.83 0.26 0.843
Table A.6: Training and Testing Time with Feedback on Set B∗.
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Abbreviations
CSV Comma-separated values
FSD Federated Systems and Data
HDF5 Hierarchical Data Format
HPC High Performance Computing
HTC High Throughput Computing
JSC Juelich Supercomputing Centre
MPI Message Passing Interface
PBS Portable Batch Scheduler
PCA Principle Component Analysis
rbf radial basis function
SMO Sequential Minimal Optimization
SPMD Single Program Multiple Data
SV support sector
SVM Support Vector Machine
XML Extensible Markup Language
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